x68 A SHORT. HISTORY OF THE BRITISH ARMY
disposal an army which, for its size, was as good a fighting
machine as any of its time, but it was constructed on miniature
lines, and it was irreplaceable. He was answerable for its
safety to his masters in the Government, who in their turn
were answerable to the nation. Therefore he had to utilise
this formidable but fragile machine with the utmost care and
circumspection. Whether in the strategical or the tactical
sphere, unreasonable risks had, at all costs, to be avoided;
better to lose a minute than to lose a battle ;x better to lose a
chance than to lose the army. And yet, as in all war, complete
inaction was forbidden Wellington ; he had to use his machine
with due care, but he could not let it lie idle or rust in fruitless
inactivity. In a word, he was sent to the Peninsula with a
mission to do the utmost possible harm to the enemy, while
himself taking the minimum of risk.
Now die Spanish Peninsula in 1808 was, as it happened, a
theatre uniquely suited to the nature and methods of a British
military effort against Napoleon, An expeditionary force
assisted by sea-power could be landed at any point on either
the southern, western or northern coasts as the situation
demanded, and once landed could establish itself solidly in
higfily defensible country, from which it could only be expelled
by greatly superior forces. Such forces could, however, be
collected by the French only with great difficulty, and remain
concentrated only for a short space of time, for the whole
French system of war rested on the power of their armies to
live on the country ; " scatter to feed and concentrate to
fight ".was the essence of their methods, and in Spain scattered
armies could not fight and concentrated armies could not be
fed. Moreover, the French being an army of occupation,
their forces were dispersed far and wide in small posts and
garrisons, whose time and energies were fully employed in
holding down the insurgent inhabitants all round them, so
that the assembly of a force of any size for operations in the
field always meant that a large area of country was, for the time
being, lost to them.
Meanwhile the British army, based on the sea, could draw
on the resources of the whole world, and need go short of
nothing,which wealth could buy. England's financial resources
indeed were such that, broadly speaking, she was able through-
out the war to arm, equip and maintain not .only her own but
the Portuguese and Spanish armies as well; and the organisa-
tion of the British supply service was—despite certain temporary
breakdowns, due usually to undue reliance on local resources—
* In contradistinction to Napoleon's dictum, " I may lose a battle, but
I wili never lose a minute '".

